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What the Literature Said:What the Literature Said:

RFID Trials at FedEx Disappointing 
A Computerworld article reported on 30 March 2005 that 
FedEx trials on RFID were showing significant scanning 
failure rates. 
RFID will not succeed until the price of a tag is under 5c.
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Common approach to RFIDCommon approach to RFID

Tagging outer carton level. Regardless of product 
value, eg WalMart
Single read at a time eg e-tag, NLIS
Multiple read multiple location across supply 
chain, eg Gillette
Smart connected tags, eg Surgical instruments 
with tags which count the number of sterilisation 
cycles
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Bar Code Verses RFID TagBar Code Verses RFID Tag

Bar codes and RFID tags have different 
properties
If the goal is to replace bar codes with RFID tags, 
we are limiting the potential of RFID tags while 
ignoring the benefits of bar coding
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RFID CharacteristicsRFID Characteristics

Capability Bar Code RFID TAG RFID Benefit

Line of sight 
requirement for 
reading

Required Not Required No need to orient all 
parts on a bench in the 
same direction in order to 
scan them

Number of items that 
can be scanned at 
once

One Multiple
300/sec

Can scan & take 
inventory of mixed 
contents of a carton in 
seconds

Automation & 
Accuracy

Manual reading 
required at multiple 
points

Technology leads itself 
to production line style 
automation; while 
remaining highly 
accurate

Error free counts at 
speed
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PitfallsPitfalls

Frequency choices
Read range
Orientation
Metal and fluid interference
Not having a no read strategy
Stacked tags
Not as simple as replacing a bar code gun
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Key Business Issues (Zimmer Pty Ltd)Key Business Issues (Zimmer Pty Ltd)

Orthopaedic implants need to be picked for each operation with 
100% accuracy.

Over 1 million individual implants shipped per year to operations. 
3% of shipped items are consumed, the remaining items are 
returned.

Kit parts are returned muddled and require sorting into shipping
units before they could be returned.

Slow dock to stock process meant that inventory was waiting to 
be bar code scanned back into stock. This bottleneck caused an 
increase in the total inventory holding and created a need for 
overtime to keep up with the large number of returning implants.

Orthopaedic emergency delivery requirements did not allow time 
for bar code scanning each implant.
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Hardware (Magellan 5050 Tunnel Reader)Hardware (Magellan 5050 Tunnel Reader)

Reads stacked tags
Tag orientation does not effect read rate
Does not read tags outside of tunnel
Best read rate of products trialed
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Key Implementation DecisionsKey Implementation Decisions

RFID Tag Verification process. Each tag was verified as 
readable before being applied to an implant. We found 7% of 
tags failed the verification test. 

A serial number was written to the RFID tag. The serial number 
was associated with product/lot/expiry information on a 
database. No product information was written to the RFID tag. 

Clear tagging rules were set so that tags were placed on 
products away from possible metal interference in a consistent 
manner.
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ResultsResults
4.4% inventory saving due to faster inventory turns. Serial 
numbered implants meant the system can determine the source 
location on incoming goods.
No implant picking errors since implementation. Delivery boxes are 
sealed prior to scan. If an error is detected, the shipper is reopened, 
the error fixed and then the entire box is rescanned. This can be 
achieved because the scan rate is 300 scans per second.
Inventory record accuracy has improved, because items mistakenly
left at hospitals are quickly determined and resolved.
Emergency trauma implant sets are accurately scanned and 
verified, even in cases where the response needs to be within 
minutes of the request.
Significant reduction in overtime due to speed of scanning.
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Zimmer Sydney RFID SetupZimmer Sydney RFID Setup


